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ABSTRACT

The mechanism responsible for formation of rain in warm clouds has been debated for over six decades.
Here, the authors analyze new measurements of shallow cumulus made with a phase Doppler interferom-
eter during the Rain in Cumulus over the Ocean (RICO) experiment. These observations show that drops
sufficiently large (�55-�m diameter) to initiate precipitation (termed collision–coalescence initiators or
CCIs) are found preferentially at cloud top, tend to cluster with each other, and are found in environments
that are thermodynamically, dynamically, and microphysically distinct from those of smaller drops. The CCI
environments exhibit cloud spectra that are shifted to larger sizes, with enhanced broadening toward larger
drop sizes. Increased entrainment is also associated with CCIs, suggesting that it is an important process in
CCI production. A simple model combining inhomogeneous mixing and condensation is inadequate to
explain these observations. It is hypothesized that CCIs are produced in cloud-top regions where turbulence
generated by entrainment mixing locally enhances collision–coalescence rates.

1. Introduction

The initiation of precipitation in warm clouds has yet
to be adequately explained (Illingworth 1988; Beard
and Ochs 1993; Laird et al. 2000). Warm rain formation
requires that over �10–30 min (Beard and Ochs 1993;
Johnson 1993), cloud drops formed by condensation
(�10–20 �m in diameter) must grow to become rain-
drops (Baker and Latham 1979; Rogers and Yau 1989)
through collision–coalescence. It has been shown that if
a few drops with diameters 55 �m and greater—here
termed collision–coalescence initiators (CCIs)—are
present, then precipitation can form within the ob-
served time scales (Johnson 1993). However, the origin
of CCIs has not been adequately explained or validated
by appropriate in-cloud measurements, in part because
of instrument size range and accuracy limitations as
well as problems with sampling statistics (Baumgardner
and Spowart 1990; Cooper 1988; Glantz et al. 2003).

Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain
warm rain formation in cumuli, including the existence
of ultragiant aerosols (UGAs; Johnson 1982; Lasher-
Trapp et al. 2002; Blyth et al. 2003), inhomogeneous

(Latham and Reed 1977; Lasher-Trapp et al. 2005) and
homogeneous entrainment mixing (Telford et al. 1984),
and small-scale turbulence (Jonas 1996; Shaw, 2003;
Tisler et al. 2005).

The simplest mechanism invoked to explain the for-
mation of CCIs is the presence of UGAs (dry diameter
�20 �m) in the aerosol population (Johnson 1976). Al-
though present in small concentrations that vary by sev-
eral orders of magnitude, from 10�2 cm�3 for smaller
sizes and 10�8 cm�3 for the larger sizes (Noll and Pilat
1971; Meszaros and Vissy 1974; Johnson 1976), UGAs
may serve an important role in the initiation of precipi-
tation. In this case, coalescence is thought to begin after
larger drops formed on UGAs reach a size such that
their gravitational settling velocity is significantly dif-
ferent than that of typical cloud drops (Lasher-Trapp et
al. 2001). This allows precipitation initiation to begin
faster than predicted if UGAs were not present and
without needing to invoke mixing and entrainment hy-
potheses.

A more complex and less understood mechanism
that may play a role in the warm rain process is the
entrainment of dry air at cloud–air boundaries. There is
strong evidence that entrainment occurs at all levels
within cumulus clouds, influencing the evolution of
drop size distributions during cloud development. The
cloud top, especially the ascending tops of growing
clouds such as trade wind cumuli, has been identified as
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one of the key locations for entrainment and likely re-
sulting in the development of penetrative downdrafts
(Squires 1958; Paluch 1979). Two end-member mixing
models, homogeneous and inhomogeneous, are typi-
cally invoked to explain the effect of entrainment on
drop size distributions and total cloud drop concentra-
tion.

In the “classical” homogeneous mixing model
(Warner 1969a,b, 1970, 1973), the parcel of cloudy air is
perfectly mixed across its whole breadth as soon as dry
environmental air is entrained. Telford et al. (1984) de-
scribe this process as an extreme case in which every
droplet is associated after mixing with a tiny volume of
dry air in proportion to the drop-free space in its im-
mediate vicinity; thus, each drop experiences the same
humidity decrease. Each drop then partly evaporates to
saturate the tiny volume of dry air (Telford et al. 1984).
Baker et al. (1980) provide a similar definition such that
for a mixing process to be considered homogeneous, all
droplets at a given level in the cloud are, at any time,
exposed to identical conditions of undersaturation, re-
sulting in a shift in the drop size distribution to smaller
sizes without decreasing the total number of drops.

An alternative to the classical mixing model is that of
Baker et al. (1980), who define inhomogeneous mixing
as the intermingling of cloudy and environmental air as
a highly inhomogeneous process in which the droplets
immediately adjacent to the infiltrating parcels of un-
dersaturated air are drastically affected, whereas those
that are more remote are less affected or even com-
pletely unaffected. In the extreme, this model leads to
the complete evaporation of some drops of each size.
The resulting size distribution resembles the original in
shape but with a decrease in total number of drops
within each size class. This is thought to provide appro-
priate conditions for the growth of CCIs within ob-
served time scales (see section 5).

Similar to entrainment but on a smaller (mm to cm)
scale, many researchers support the theory that turbu-
lence should result in the broadening of the droplet
spectrum (Pinsky and Khain 1996; Khain and Pinsky
1997; Shaw et al. 1998; Pinsky et al. 1999). The spectrum
may be broadened as a result of enhanced collision/
coalescence of droplets (Jonas 1996; Vohl et al. 1999;
Wang et al. (2006), preferential concentration of drop-
lets (Shaw et al. 1998), and turbulent fluctuations in
supersaturation (Shaw et al. 1998; Vaillancourt and
Yau 2000; Brenguier and Chaumat 2001; Shaw 2003).

A longstanding goal of cloud physics research has
been to evaluate the plausibility of the aforementioned
mechanisms via accurate observations of CCIs in cloud
in conjunction with in situ meteorological and aerosol
measurements. We note that these mechanisms are not

necessarily mutually exclusive, and in principle combi-
nations of them may be required to properly explain
warm rain initiation. In the following sections, we at-
tempt to evaluate these mechanisms to understand the
role they play in the initiation of precipitation. Specifi-
cally, section 2 briefly describes the instrumentation,
section 3 describes the meteorological conditions and
flight plan used in the study, section 4 presents and
discusses our observations made with new instrumen-
tation using a novel method of data analysis, and sec-
tion 5 utilizes a simple mixing and condensation model
to attempt to explain and reproduce observed charac-
teristics of the drop spectrum.

2. Instrumentation

The present study describes observations of CCIs in
small trade wind cumuli made during the Rain in Cu-
mulus over the Ocean (RICO) campaign (Rauber et al.
2007) and examines which of these mechanisms are
consistent with the observations. Observations were
made with a phase Doppler interferometer (PDI; San-
kar et al. 1994; Bachalo and Sankar 1998; Strakey et al.
2000; Widmann et al. 2001; Chuang et al. 2008) on the
National Center for Atmospheric Research C130 air-
craft during RICO in January 2005 and obtained drop
size distributions for the size range 4–200 �m (all sizes
are reported herein as the diameter Dp). The PDI dif-
fers from more conventional light scattering intensity-
based optical cloud probes in that measurements rely
on a view volume where intersecting lasers create an
interference pattern. The phase difference between two
recorded signals is a measure of drop size, provided the
drops are spherical with a known refractive index.
Comparisons with a traditional forward scattering spec-
trometer probe (FSSP-100) during the RICO experi-
ment show that there are systematic differences in the
measured size distribution mean (PDI larger then FSSP
by 5 �m) and breadth (FSSP broader by 20%–50%),
although these biases are not so large that it would
greatly impact the results of this paper. One important
advantage of the PDI relative to FSSP for the observa-
tions described here is that coincidence of two smaller
cloud drops in the view volume will not be registered as
a single, larger drop—a problem that leads to difficul-
ties in interpreting FSSP data at larger drop sizes. The
RICO project was the first deployment of the PDI and
the cross-sectional sampling area was unusually small,
�0.025 mm2; under current operating conditions the
sampling area is about a factor of 10 higher. This re-
sulted in an undersampling of drops as compared to the
FSSP during RICO. For more detailed information re-
garding uncertainties in derived quantities, instrument
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specifications, and performance, see Chuang et al.
(2008) and Bachalo and Sankar (1998). Other measure-
ments in this analysis include a FSSP-100 and a 2D
Cloud Probe (2DC), both manufactured by Particle
Measuring Systems, Inc., and a King Liquid Water
Probe.

3. Meteorological conditions and flight plan

The cumulus sampled during the NCAR-C130 flight
Research Flight 16 (RF16, 18 January 2005) were part
of a convective line extending northeast off the coast of
Barbuda. Similar precipitating convective lines were
sampled during two other January research flights
(RF11 and RF15). The vertical thickness of the small
cumuli (the focus of this study; see next section) was
�1200 m, whereas that for larger cumuli was �2500 m.
The data for this study were collected from one seg-
ment of RF16 at 1900–2000 m between 1451 and 1506
UTC and from the Barbuda island tail between 1547
and 1557 UTC (see Fig. 1 for flight track and altitude
profile). Precipitation was observed below cloud and
during cloud penetrations through midlevels of larger

clouds. The vertical environmental soundings of rela-
tive humidity and thermodynamic variables are shown
in Fig. 2 with the cloud-base altitude and lines for the
altitude range of the observations.

4. Observations

Drop size measurements were made at all in-cloud
sampling altitudes with greater frequency of occurrence
of CCIs at higher altitudes (Figs. 3a,b). Two primary
regions of CCIs are identified, corresponding to sam-
pling altitudes of 1900–2000 m (denoted CT in Fig. 3),
at the tops of small cumuli and midlevels of large cu-
muli, and 3200–3300 m, at the tops of large precipitating
cumuli. Hereafter, we focus only on observations in the
tops of nonprecipitating small cumuli. Precipitating
clouds were eliminated if the 2DC measured a concen-
tration of more than 1 L�1 for drops with Dp � 0.5 mm,
a typical lower size bound for small rain drops. Mea-
surements made at midlevels of large cumuli were also
usually eliminated using this threshold because they
were typically precipitating, but this was further con-
firmed by flight notes and forward-facing video to en-

FIG. 1. Altitude and flight path for Research Flight 16. (a) Al-
titude profile with cloud line study noted (between 1310 and 1540
UTC). Broken lines mark cloud base (dotted), small cumulus
cloud tops (dotted–dashed) and tops of larger cumulus (triple
dotted–dashed). (b) Flight track for RF16 with line shading show-
ing altitude.

FIG. 2. Environmental sounding on RF16 for (a) �, �e, and ��

(dark gray solid line, black solid line, and light gray dotted line,
respectively) and (b) relative humidity as a function of altitude.
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sure that our observations include only the tops of small
cumuli.

For each drop observed by the PDI, its size and ar-
rival time are recorded and then filtered based on the
criteria described above. Using PDI drop arrival times,
we then determine environmental characteristics in a
1-s time envelope surrounding each observed drop,
which is termed the “central drop” for that envelope
(conceptually illustrated in Fig. 4). The envelope is cen-
tered on the arrival time t of the central drop (i.e., the
envelope ranges from t � 0.5 s to t � 0.5 s). Note that
any given envelope can overlap with other envelopes
and almost always does. For each envelope, a number
of characteristics are determined: the shape of the
cloud drop size distribution measured by PDI; the
mean and standard deviation (�) of PDI cloud drop
number concentration (Nd); the fraction of drops con-
sidered to be CCIs (NCCI /Nd)—that is, the fraction of
drops with Dp � 55 �m; the mean and � of vertical
velocity (w); the mean and � of King Probe liquid water
content (LWC); and the mean and � of potential tem-
perature (�), equivalent potential temperature (�e), and

virtual potential temperature (��). This quantifies the
cloud dynamic, thermodynamic, and microphysical con-
text for each observed drop. The true airspeed of the
C130 for RF16 during the sampling period was 119 	 2
m s�1. Thus, each 1-s window represents a �119-m seg-
ment. Analyses utilizing time envelopes of 0.5 and 0.25
s (rather than 1 s) were also completed. These results
are quantitatively very similar and thus not shown.

We describe here a few caveats regarding the above
parameters. Mean LWC and w values reported in this
study are low, similar to observations in stratiform
clouds. This is expected because only cloud-top
samples, where LWC is reduced by entrainment and w
is typically close to zero or slightly negative, are in-
cluded in the analysis. Also, PDI cloud drop number
concentrations were determined by scaling to match
FSSP Nd in the overlap size range. This was necessary
because the data did not permit the normal and inde-
pendent determination of PDI view volume (Chuang et
al. 2008) We choose to use the King probe liquid water
content rather than the PDI because the small sample
volume does not allow us to generate reasonable 25-Hz
(or even 1 Hz) LWC from the PDI.

Because the PDI measures drops individually and 1-s
drop environments are independently calculated for
each drop, it is possible to investigate the relationship
of the size of the central drop to its environmental con-
ditions (i.e., the characteristics in the surrounding 1-s
envelope). To do so, we sort all the observations by the
central drop size. We use this novel envelope technique
rather than a traditional fixed-frequency analysis (i.e.,
at 1 or 25 Hz) to specifically investigate the environ-
ment surrounding individual drops regardless of spatial
location. A fixed-frequency analysis is not appropriate
for our purposes because it prevents overlapping
samples. A strength of this analysis is that simultaneous
intercomparisons between all parameters for the envi-
ronment surrounding an individual drop are possible.
This makes this analysis complementary to traditional,
fixed-frequency analysis methods. Because the spacing
of CCIs is also of interest (note that this analysis pre-
vents direct assessment of drop spacing due to overlap-
ping samples), a supplemental fixed-frequency analysis
was also conducted and is discussed later.

Figures 5–7 show the envelope properties after sort-
ing by the central drop size for drops measured at the
sampling altitude of 1900–2000 m after filtering. Figure
5 shows drop size distributions, presented in percentiles
where Dn is the droplet diameter such that n% of the
droplets are smaller than Dn (after Brenguier and
Chaumat 2001). Here we highlight the tenth (D10), fif-
tieth or median (D50), and ninetieth (D90) percentiles to
indicate the shape and width of the drop spectra. Of the

FIG. 3. (a) Altitudes for PDI drop diameter observations. Black
dots represent individual droplet observations; gray boxes outline
flight levels for cloud base (CB), a midcloud level (MC), and
cloud top (CT) for the shallow cumulus. (b) Frequency size dis-
tributions for the three example levels CB, MC, and CT. For both
(a) and (b), thick dashed lines denote a drop diameter of 55 �m.
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drops remaining after filtering, �3% are considered
CCIs with Dp � 55 �m. Figure 6 shows observed NCCI /
Nd, Nd, LWC, and w in the 1-s environments. Figure 7
shows observed �, �e, and �� (see Fig. 5 caption for axis
explanation and notation). To simplify the analysis, we
will compare and contrast the environments surround-
ing central drops of three different size ranges: small
(Dp 
 15 �m), intermediate (25 �m 
 Dp 
 40 �m),
and CCI (Dp � 55 �m). Table 1 summarizes the envi-
ronmental characteristics for these different size
classes.

If we first examine envelopes surrounding drops in
the intermediate size range (25 �m 
 Dp 
 40 �m),
which constitute the bulk of drops remaining after fil-
tering at the altitude of interest, we observe that size
distribution shape in the surrounding environment re-
mains fairly constant with mean values of D10, D50, and
D90 of 21 	 5, 28 	 5, and 36 	 9 �m respectively
(uncertainties are 1� of observed variability). In Fig. 6
we see that the general pattern is that of constant NCCI /
Nd, fairly constant LWC and Nd, and w close to zero but
slightly positive. Note that the combination of constant
D10, D50, and D90 and constant Nd implies a reasonably
constant cloud drop size distribution. In Fig. 7 we see
that the general trend for intermediate drops is that of

fairly constant �, �e, and ��, with minimum values of �
observed in this size range. This suggests that interme-
diate drops are on average present in similar environ-
ments and thus have similar average histories. Had
drops experienced grossly different trajectories and en-
trainment events throughout their history, differences
in drop growth rates and thus the size distribution
shape, as well as differences in thermodynamic quanti-
ties in their surrounding environments, would be ex-
pected among the 1-s environments. Detailed analyses
of drop trajectories by Lasher-Trapp et al. (2005) using
a single cloud model coupled to a Lagrangian micro-
physical parcel model illustrate such events. In contrast,
central drops much smaller or larger than those in the
intermediate range exhibit environments that are on
average very different, indicating a systematic differ-
ence in the processes that led to their production, as will
be discussed next.

For small drop (Dp 
 15 �m) environments, we ob-
serve that mean values of D10, D50, and D90 shift to
smaller sizes as compared to intermediate drops with
values of 12 	 4, 19 	 6, and 29 	 13 �m, respectively,
representing decreases of 43%, 32%, and 19% com-
pared to intermediate drop environments. This means
that on average, a small drop is surrounded by smaller

FIG. 4. Drop environment schematic. For every observed drop (i.e., the central drop), we
select an environment beginning 0.5 s prior to the drop arrival and ending 0.5 s after, for a total
time envelope of 1 s. The mean and standard deviation of a number of parameters (LWC and
w shown here) within this envelope, all measured at 25 Hz, are calculated. In addition, the
cloud drop size distribution is also determined from PDI measurements.
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drops as compared to an intermediate drop. This small
drop size range exhibits the lowest mean LWC and Nd

as compared to all other sizes; w is also slightly lower
than for intermediate drops. We attribute the statisti-
cally significant (p 
 0.01) decreases in LWC to cloud
parcels that have experienced maximum entrainment of
unsaturated air. Lower values of Nd are indicative of
inhomogeneous mixing, whereas decreases in D10, D50,
and D90 are characteristic of homogeneous mixing.
Drops in this smallest size class are also found to have
higher � and �� values than intermediate drops and
CCIs. These thermodynamic observations of small drop
environments are also consistent with regions of great-
est entrainment mixing because, in general, clear air
soundings show increases of these quantities with alti-
tude (see Fig. 2). Assuming that entrainment occurs
primarily at cloud top, we would expect more diluted
parcels to have higher values of � and ��.

For CCI (Dp � 55 �m) environments, we observe a
strong shift in the size distribution toward larger sizes as
compared to intermediate-sized drop environments.
Average observed D10, D50, and D90 values are 29 	 15,
41 	 16, and 63 	 21 �m respectively, representing
increases of 38%, 46%, and 75% over intermediate

drop environments. Note that D90 values shift much
more than D10 or D50, indicating a broadening of the
size distribution at larger sizes. This shift in the size
distribution and the increase in NCCI /Nd (see Fig. 6)
surrounding CCIs demonstrate that CCIs tend to be
found in the presence of other CCIs. This is supported
by the distribution of CCI occurrence in 1-s envelopes;
CCIs are found in clusters of five or more in only 1% of
the 1-s envelopes surrounding small central drops, 7%
of the 1-s envelopes surrounding intermediate-sized
central drops, and 30% of the 1-s envelopes surround-
ing CCIs. Central drops that are CCIs have a maximum
number of CCIs per envelope of 10, whereas for small
drops the maximum is four per envelope.

These observations inform us about the length scales
associated with the production of CCIs, given that our
averaging length scale is �100 m. The observed clouds
have a typical width of �1 km. This serves as an abso-

FIG. 6. Environment characteristics for all observed drops,
sorted by size, reported as 1-s envelope means of NCCI /Nd, Nd,
LWC, and w. See Fig. 5 for description of upper curve. Light gray
curves represent individual environmental means and dark gray
curves show a 120-drop running mean. Mean and standard devia-
tions for NCCI /Nd, Nd, LWC, and w for Dp 
 15 �m, 25 �m 

Dp 
 40 �m, and Dp � 55 �m are calculated and shown in Table 1.

FIG. 5. Cloud drop size distribution in the environments sur-
rounding observed drops, sorted by size (see text for explanation
and Fig. 4 for schematic). Upper curve shows the size of the
central drop, with the results sorted by size increasing from left to
right, with 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, and 55 �m demarcated by dotted
lines for reference. Only drops from cloud tops of shallow cumu-
lus (CT in Fig. 3) are included in this analysis. Lower curves show
the shape of the drop size distribution in the 1-s envelope sur-
rounding each drop plotted as D10 (light gray), D50 (dark gray),
and D90 (light gray). There are �350 observed CCIs, which were
distributed over �175 1-Hz samples.
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lute upper limit on the production length scale of CCIs
(assuming we are sampling CCIs in the region where
they formed or at least very close to it) because the
vertical velocities observed at this level are very low,
limiting the movement of air parcels at the time of sam-
pling. However, the fact that many 1-s envelopes, pri-
marily the ones surrounding small and intermediate
drops, contain very few CCIs implies that not all places
at cloud top are good source regions of CCIs. Thus, the
upper limit for the length scale of CCI production re-
gions is probably closer to 100 m than 1 km. This is
consistent with the idea that tops of cumuli tend to
exhibit characteristic circulation patterns (Blyth 1993),
which we hypothesize leads to specific regions at cloud
top that are favorable for CCI production. It is possible
that a small fraction of CCIs can be transported up
from lower levels, but production either at cloud top or
somewhere between midcloud and cloud top must
dominate because of the much larger fraction of CCIs
observed at cloud top (Fig. 3b). Note that radar obser-
vations of warm clouds typically show initiation of pre-
cipitation occurring near cloud top, suggesting that
CCIs tend to be produced in the vicinity of cloud top.

Our results also constrain the minimum length scale
for CCI production regions. There are two scenarios in
which the results from Figs. 5 and 6 could be obtained.
In scenario A, the production of CCIs occurs in very

small regions (say 5 m), but these regions have a typical
spacing of �100 m; in scenario B, the production of
CCIs occurs throughout regions with a typical length
scale of �100 m. Analysis of the interdrop spacing re-
solves these two possibilities, and shows that the spac-
ing is well described by an exponential distribution,
with a e-folding length scale of �40 m. Therefore, there
is no preferential clustering at very small length scales,
which eliminates scenario A and leaves scenario B as
the only plausible one. Our analysis constrains the
length scale in scenario B to be an appreciable fraction
of 100 m because if it were much smaller, say 10 m, then
the other 90 m would have characteristics more similar
to that of the majority of envelopes (i.e., those of the
intermediate drops) and therefore the strong shifts in
all the environmental parameters plotted in Figs. 5 to 7
would not be observed. We conclude, therefore, that
CCIs are found, and most likely produced, in regions
that are not too different (either much larger or much
smaller) from that of the length scale of our analysis,
�100 m.

The statistically significant decrease (p 
 0.01) in
LWC for CCI envelopes, as compared to those for in-
termediate drops, corresponds with decreases in Nd,
which is consistent with inhomogeneous mixing; in-
creases in D10, D50, and D90, however, indicate that
some growth process, either condensation or collision–
coalescence (or both), was also active at some point in
the envelope’s history. (We will examine these pro-

TABLE 1. Number of samples, mean, and � for variables shown
in Figs. 5–7 for small-drop (Dp 
 15 �m), intermediate-drop (25
�m 
 Dp 
40 �m), and CCI (Dp � 55 �m) environments. We
compared the envelope means for CCIs (Dp � 55 �m) across all
parameters shown in Figs. 5–7 with both the intermediate size
range (25 
 Dp 
 40 �m) and the small size range (Dp 
 15 �m)
as well as the means between the small and intermediate ranges.
Means for CCIs were always statistically different (p 
 0.01)
except when comparing the means of NCCI /Nd and �� for small
and intermediate drops.

Dp 
 15 �m
25 �m 
 Dp 


40 �m Dp � 55 �m

Sample size
(#/envelope)

650 6600 350

D10 (�m) 12 	 4 21 	 5 29 	 15
D50 (�m) 19 	 6 28 	 5 41 	 16
D90 (�m) 29 	 13 36 	 9 63 	 21
LWC (g m�3) 0.08 	 0.4 0.15 	 0.07 0.10 	 0.06
PDI Nd (cm�3) 9 	 6 20 	 10 6 	 7
FSSP Nd (cm�3) 16 	 9 20 	 8 14 	 8
w (m s�1) �0.02 	 0.23 0.07 	 0.31 �0.29 	 0.36
� (K) 303.5 	 0.1 303.4 	 0.2 303.6 	 0.2
�e (K) 337.6 	 1.0 337.9 	 0.8 338.3 	 0.8
�� (K) 305.6 	 0.2 305.5 	 0.2 305.7 	 0.2

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but plotting thermodynamic parameters �,
�e, and ��.
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cesses in the next section using a simple mixing and
condensation model). In contrast, the small drop enve-
lopes showed evidence of homogeneous mixing
through the shift of drop size distributions to smaller
sizes as compared to intermediate drop envelopes.
Negative w for CCI envelopes (as compared to �0 for
small and intermediate envelopes) in conjunction with
low LWC suggests that CCIs are preferentially found in
downdrafts, likely the result of evaporative cooling
caused by strong entrainment mixing. Increases in �
and �� (Fig. 7) for CCI environments are also consistent
with increased influence of entrainment as explained
above. We examined whether CCIs are found prefer-
entially at cloud edge versus cloud interiors and see no
systematic preference, suggesting that the downdrafts
in which CCIs are found are not exclusively associated
with the large-scale downdraft circulation found at
cloud edge described by Blyth (1993). Interestingly,
CCIs are found in more positively buoyant environ-
ments as indicated by higher values of ��, leading to a
picture in which CCIs are contained in falling, but de-
celerating, air parcels.

We also note that when looking at size-sorted drop
environments rather than fixed-frequency time series of
individual cloud penetrations, mean values of � do not
fluctuate in phase with droplet number as previously
observed by Paluch and Knight (1984). The differences
in our results can be explained by differences in meteo-
rological conditions—Paluch and Knight (1984) exam-
ined vigorous continental Colorado cumulus in low-
humidity conditions whereas we examined maritime cu-
mulus in humid conditions—and by the fact that the
PDI observed drop size range, reaching drop sizes
�200 �m, surpasses that of the observations used in this
earlier work, which considered drops only as large as 30
�m. In this case, entrainment led to a decrease in �,
which is opposite to the case described here.

We also observe that CCIs are found in highly vari-
able environments, with LWC, Nd, and w having the
highest relative variability as compared to intermediate
and small drop environments. The variability of the
different size ranges is calculated using the full number
of samples in each size range (�650 for Dp 
 15 �m,
�6600 for 25 �m 
 Dp 
 40 �m and �350 for Dp � 55
�m). We attribute this increased variability to in-
creased turbulence in the CCI environments resulting
from the increased evaporative cooling and entrain-
ment mixing in these regions. To insure that the higher
variability of CCI envelopes is not a result of sample
size, the variability of subsamples, equal to the number
of CCI envelopes, from the beginning, middle, and end
of the small and intermediate size ranges was calcu-
lated. We see that variability in the small and interme-

diate drops remains essentially the same, lower than
that for CCI envelopes, regardless of the size of the
sample. Lastly, we note that although small drops and
CCIs exhibit similar environmental LWC (0.08 	 0.04
and 0.10 	 0.06 g m�3), the large differences in drop
size distributions show that they are, on average,
present in completely distinct parts of the cloud at this
sampling altitude.

5. Mixing and condensation model

Studies have investigated the process of entrainment
mixing and the potential effects on cloud drop spectra
(Baker and Latham 1979; Baker et al. 1980; Telford et
al. 1984; Politovich 1993; Blyth 1993; Brenguier and
Chaumat 2001; Lasher-Trapp et al. 2005) and have de-
scribed how inhomogeneous entrainment mixing can
decrease drop concentrations in an air parcel. If this
parcel is subsequently lifted, additional liquid water will
condense onto the remaining drops to produce a
smaller number of larger drops compared to the no-
entrainment case. Here we utilize a simple model of this
process (Fig. 8) to examine if it can produce cloud drop
size distributions characteristic of observed CCI envi-
ronments. This model is similar to, though more simple
than, the �2 scheme of Brenguier and Chaumat (2001).
The model is initialized with an average adiabatic cloud
drop size distribution near the cloud base developed
from aircraft observations at that level. The parcel is
then raised adiabatically to some height, at which inho-
mogeneous entrainment decreases LWC by some pre-
scribed amount that decreases Nd. The parcel is then
adiabatically raised to cloud-top height and the result-
ing modeled size distribution is compared to observa-
tions. (See Fig. 8 for more details.) When unsaturated
air mixes inhomogeneously, Nd decreases, which causes
the liquid water to condense on fewer drops when the
air is subsequently raised to cloud top, thus shifting the
size distribution to larger sizes relative to a perfectly
adiabatic parcel model.

Figure 9 shows model results. As expected, the en-
trainment plus condensation simulations predict an in-
crease in D50 as the ratio of entrained air to cloudy air
is increased for all modeled entrainment levels, with the
most pronounced changes in D50 occurring when air is
entrained close to cloud base, as expected. Figure 9
shows that this model predicts D10 and D50 values
larger than those observed in the environments sur-
rounding CCIs. In contrast, D90 values predicted by the
model are smaller than those observed in almost all
cases. As a result, the model-predicted distributions are
not as broad as the observations at either the small
(D10) or large (D90) sizes. The widths of the modeled
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drop size distribution at cloud top, as measured by the
difference between D90 and D10, are 18, 22, and 25 �m
(for air entrained at levels A, B, and C, respectively) as
compared with 35 	 19 �m for the observed drops. For
each entrainment level, the modeled distributions
maintain a similar symmetrical spectral width regard-
less of the amount of entrainment, in contrast to the
asymmetrical observed distributions. Also, we note that
the cases that generate the largest modeled drop sizes
are also ones where the LWC would also be very close
to adiabatic because entrainment occurs at the lowest

altitudes of the cloud. This is inconsistent with the ob-
served large decrease in LWC in CCI environments
compared with intermediate drop environments. We
conclude that the model does not match well with the
observations, and, therefore, that the mechanism of in-
homogeneous mixing plus condensation is insufficient
to produce CCIs.

We have also run a stochastic collection model (Bott
1998) that neglects turbulence, initializing the model
using an average observed drop size distribution char-
acteristic of our intermediate size range. The results
show that the production of CCIs requires 1–2 h and
therefore is also insufficient to explain the observa-
tions. Recent studies suggest that collision–coalescence
can be accelerated by a factor of �2 through the inclu-
sion of turbulence effects (Wang et al. 2006), which
might better match observations.

FIG. 8. Entrainment and condensation mixing model schematic.
The cloudy region is represented by the gray shaded area in which
all of the calculations are made. The adiabatic LWC (dotted line)
increases with height above cloud base. The model is initialized
�100 m above cloud base with an average adiabatic size distribu-
tion based on observations at that level. Step 1 raises the parcel
adiabatically to one of 3 levels (A to C). Level B is illustrated
here. During this step, liquid water is condensed on drops as a
function of the drop surface area, shifting the drop size distribu-
tion toward larger sizes. Step 2 entrains air inhomogeneously at
level B, decreasing LWC and Nd (triple dashed line) by some
prescribed amount (a 50% decrease in LWC and Nd is illustrated
here). For step 3, the parcel is adiabatically raised to cloud top
(�1950 m), again condensing liquid water as a function of drop
surface area and shifting the drop size distribution. The resulting
modeled distribution is then compared to observed size distribu-
tions (see Fig. 9).

FIG. 9. Comparison of mixing and condensation model with
observations. Drop diameters at D10, D50, and D90 (thick light
gray, dark gray, and light gray) for modeled and observed drop
size distributions at cloud top. The lowermost panel shows the
modeled cloud top distributions (dotted lines) for all ratios when
dry air was entrained close to cloud base (A), the central panel
shows model results for the midcloud entrainment level (B) and
the upper panel shows results for close to cloud top (C). The mean
observed D10, D50, and D90 for CCIs are shown as solid lines. As
greater amounts of entrainment shift modeled drop concentra-
tions to smaller values, allowing liquid water to condense onto
fewer drops, larger cloud top sizes are observed.
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6. Conclusions

We have analyzed observations of CCIs (Dp � 55
�m) measured with a PDI in shallow cumulus clouds
during RICO and have investigated mechanisms for
CCI production and precipitation initiation. The fol-
lowing is a summary of the main findings regarding
CCIs.

• We find that CCIs are located predominately in
cloud-top regions. Within these regions, we observe
that CCIs tend to cluster together. This implies that
there are regions that favor CCI production, and
these regions have a length scale not very different
from �100 m.

• Our analysis shows systematic differences among the
environments surrounding small (Dp 
 15 �m), in-
termediate (25 �m 
 Dp 
 40 �m), and CCI (Dp �
55 �m) drops.

• CCIs are found in regions that have a cloud drop size
distribution strongly shifted to larger sizes, especially
as measured by D90.

• CCIs are found in regions that have experienced
strong entrainment relative to regions surrounding
intermediate drops, as evidenced by cloud micro-
physical (Nd, LWC) and thermodynamic (�, ��) ob-
servations.

• Small drops are also found in regions that have ex-
perienced strong entrainment, but these are distinct
from CCI environments, as evidenced by a shift of
the local cloud drop size distribution to much smaller
sizes.

• Higher variability of w, LWC, and Nd for CCI and
small drop environments suggest greater turbulence
in these regions, which we attribute to entrainment
via negative buoyancy production from evaporative
cooling.

• CCIs are found preferentially in downdrafts, in con-
trast to smaller drops with mean vertical velocities
near zero, although we find no evidence for prefer-
ence of cloud edge versus interiors.

• A simple inhomogeneous mixing and condensation
model for formation of CCIs does a poor job of ex-
plaining these observations. A stochastic collection
model is similarly inadequate.

Our results show that cloud-top entrainment appears
to be an important ingredient in CCI formation. This is
supported by previous work (Blyth 1993; Paluch 1979;
Jensen et al. 1985) that stresses the importance of
cloud-top processes, including entrainment and colli-
sion–coalescence, in the initiation of precipitation. We
hypothesize that turbulence generated by entrainment,
locally increasing the rate of collision coalescence, may

play an important role, and we hope to address this in
future work.
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